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ABSTRACT
We present SCUBA-2 850 μm observations of 13 candidate starbursting protoclusters selected
using Planck and Herschel data. The cumulative number counts of the 850 μm sources in 9
of 13 of these candidate protoclusters show significant overdensities compared to the field,
with the probability <10−2 assuming the sources are randomly distributed in the sky. Using
the 250, 350, 500, and 850 μm flux densities, we estimate the photometric redshifts of
individual SCUBA-2 sources by fitting spectral energy distribution templates with an MCMC
method. The photometric redshift distribution, peaking at 2 < z < 3, is consistent with that
of known z > 2 protoclusters and the peak of the cosmic star formation rate density (SFRD).
We find that the 850 μm sources in our candidate protoclusters have infrared luminosities
of LIR  1012 L and star formation rates of SFR = (500–1500) M yr−1. By comparing
with results in the literature considering only Herschel photometry, we conclude that our
13 candidate protoclusters can be categorized into four groups: six of them being high-
redshift starbursting protoclusters, one being a lower redshift cluster or protocluster, three
being protoclusters that contain lensed dusty star-forming galaxies or are rich in 850 μm
sources, and three regions without significant Herschel or SCUBA-2 source overdensities.
The total SFRs of the candidate protoclusters are found to be comparable or higher than
those of known protoclusters, suggesting our sample contains some of the most extreme
protocluster population. We infer that cross-matching Planck and Herschel data is a robust
method for selecting candidate protoclusters with overdensities of 850 μm sources.
Key words: galaxies: high-redshift – galaxies: starburst – submillimetre: galaxies.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Protoclusters are defined as structures that are expected to collapse
into galaxy clusters before the present epoch (e.g. Overzier 2016).
Normally at z > 2 , their hot gas haloes may not yet be virialized.
Without the virialized hot gas, protoclusters are difficult to find
via traditional cluster-detection methods, such as X-rays or the
Sunyaev–Zeldovich Effect (SZE). They also may not have a
significant number of red sequence galaxies which would allow
them to be identified on the optical colour–magnitude diagram
(CMD), where red sequence galaxies at a fixed redshift cluster
 E-mail: t.cheng15@imperial.ac.uk (TC); d.clements@imperial.ac.uk
(DLC)
together due to similar stellar populations (Brodwin et al. 2007;
Eisenhardt et al. 2008; Andreon et al. 2014; Newman et al. 2014).
Recent observations of high-z (proto)clusters have found some red
sequence galaxies (Martinache et al. 2018), but such cases are rare.
Most protoclusters are found through optical or near-infrared
surveys, using overdensities of Lyman-α emitters (LAEs), Lyman-
break galaxies (LBGs), or H-α emitters (HAEs) identified in the
field (e.g. The Hyper Suprime-Cam Subaru Strategic Program,
HSC-SSP: Aihara et al. 2018b,a; Douglas et al. 2010) or around
rare objects such as quasi-stellar objects (QSOs) or radio galaxies
(Pentericci et al. 2000; Kurk et al. 2004; Verhamme et al. 2008;
Tanaka et al. 2011; Hayashi et al. 2012; Husband et al. 2013; Casey
et al. 2015). Thus QSOs and radio galaxies are often used as beacons
when searching for protoclusters.
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Dusty star-forming galaxies (DSFGs) are galaxies heavily ob-
scured by dust and forming stars rapidly (Smail, Ivison & Blain
1997; Hughes et al. 1998). Submillimetre galaxies (SMGs) are
a subsample of DSFGs selected in submillimetre surveys. The
brightest and most luminous of these DSFGs can have luminosities
exceeding 1013 L (Chapman et al. 2005; Gruppioni et al. 2015;
Hill et al. 2018; Rowan-Robinson et al. 2018), which corresponds
to star formation rates (SFRs) of thousands of solar masses per year
(Casey, Narayanan & Cooray 2014), under standard calibrations
(Zhang et al. 2018). In galaxy formation models, DSFGs are thought
to be the progenitors of elliptical, early-type galaxies residing in
the cores of today’s massive galaxy clusters (Farrah et al. 2006;
Lapi et al. 2006; Fan et al. 2008; Cook et al. 2010; Lapi et al.
2011; Cai et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2013; Lapi et al. 2014; Toft
et al. 2014; Aversa et al. 2015; Wilkinson et al. 2017), so in
principle we should see DSFGs in cluster progenitors, such as
protoclusters.
Although it is statistically possible for line-of-sight overdensities
of DSFGs to occur (Negrello et al. 2017), there are existing
observations of protoclusters hosting DSFGs (Chapman et al. 2009;
Daddi et al. 2009; Dannerbauer et al. 2014; Casey et al. 2015;
Umehata et al. 2015) with SFRs as high as 3000 M yr−1. Some of
the DSFGs in protoclusters are also found to be formed of multiple
sources by using higher resolution imagers, e.g. ALMA, VLT, and
HST (Bussmann et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2016; Go´mez-Guijarro
et al. 2018; Kneissl et al. 2018; Oteo et al. 2018; Go´mez-Guijarro
et al. 2019). There are also cases where overdensities of DSFGs in
the sky are line-of-sight projections of two protocluster structures at
different redshifts (Flores-Cacho et al. 2016). The redshifts of these
protoclusters range from z  2 to z  5 (Capak et al. 2011; Walter
et al. 2012; Hodge et al. 2013), and their angular sizes vary from
<1 arcmin to around 0.5 deg, probing regimes of size from cluster
cores to large-scale structures, such as filaments (Hayashino et al.
2004; Matsuda et al. 2005; Chiang, Overzier & Gebhardt 2013;
Wang et al. 2016; Oteo et al. 2018).
According to some galaxy formation models, during the forma-
tion of a galaxy cluster member galaxies are expected to undergo a
starbursting phase (Granato et al. 2004; Casey 2016), making them
so-called ‘starbursting galaxies’. The time-scale of this starbursting
phase is short compared to the formation of a galaxy cluster, and this
phase might start and end at different times for different member
galaxies; therefore, the probability that we observe a protocluster
hosting a large number of DSFGs at the same time is very low
(Chiang et al. 2013; Casey 2016). The fact that a number of
protoclusters containing DSFGs have been observed (Steidel et al.
1998; Chapman et al. 2009; Dannerbauer et al. 2014; Casey et al.
2015) suggests there is an inconsistency between model predictions
and observations.
Some models suggest that these starbursting galaxies might be
mainly driven by mergers (Joseph & Wright 1985; Hopkins et al.
2008; Sparre & Springel 2016), perhaps explaining why there are
more DSFG-rich protoclusters than predicted. Alternatively, Casey
(2016) proposes that the starbursting phase in cluster galaxies can
happen simultaneously based on observations of gas depletion times
of known protoclusters, and hence, might explain why there are
observations of DSFG-rich protoclusters.
Even though some optical surveys have been dedicated to
protocluster searches, the total number of confirmed protoclusters
to date is still limited to approximately 40 (Overzier 2016). More
protoclusters are needed, especially at high redshifts, in order
to understand this population, and to resolve the inconsistency
between observations and models. Searches for protoclusters in the
submillimetre or far-infrared (FIR) bands are especially important
because they directly look for DSFGs, and a galaxy’s flux density
can be as bright at z ∼8 as at z = 0, due to the negative submm
K-correction (see Casey et al. 2014).
Negrello et al. (2005) proposed a method that uses two FIR
imaging instruments, one low and another high resolution, to iden-
tify candidate protoclusters. They show that the total flux density
within the beam of a low-resolution instrument is in fact often the
sum of a clump of several structures, which can be distinguished
with a high-resolution instrument. Using this method with the
Planck1 High Frequency Instrument (HFI; Lamarre et al. 2010)
as the low-resolution instrument and Herschel2 SPIRE (Spectral
and Photometric Imaging Receiver; Griffin et al. 2010) as the high-
resolution instrument, a number of candidate protoclusters have
been found (Herranz et al. 2013; Clements et al. 2014, 2016; Planck
Collaboration XXXIX 2016c; Greenslade et al. 2018) using maps
from H-ATLAS (Eales et al. 2010) and HerMES (Oliver et al. 2012)
surveys (as well as targeted observations; Planck Collaboration
XXVII 2016b). This method is ideal for searching high-redshift
protoclusters, probing their formation periods and covering the
epoch where the cosmic star formation density peaks (Hopkins &
Beacom 2006; Clements et al. 2014).
Even though a number of candidate protoclusters have been
identified using this method, their total cluster flux densities are
found to be greater than in simulations by about a factor of 3
at 350μ m (Granato et al. 2015; Greenslade et al. 2018). Such
an inconsistency between observations and simulations in Granato
et al. (2015) cannot simply be explained by starbursts with higher
SFRs, since this will not give the correct total cluster stellar mass
expected at z = 0 in the simulations. In order to resolve this issue,
observations need to be conducted on more protoclusters in order
to feed into simulations.
Follow-up observations of candidate protoclusters selected using
the above method have already been conducted. Observations using
LABOCA (LArge APEX BOlometer CAmera; Siringo et al. 2009)
and SCUBA-2 (Holland et al. 2013) have found overdensities of
submillimetres sources in a candidate protocluster which hosts a
lensed DSFG at z = 3.26 (Clements et al. 2016). Photometric
redshifts of a few other candidate protoclusters using ancillary data
suggest redshifts from 1 to 3 (Clements et al. 2014). In this paper
we present follow-up observations of 13 candidate protoclusters
selected using the above method. We study their number counts, FIR
colours and photometric redshifts using observations from SCUBA-
2 and Herschel-SPIRE.
The content of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe
the Herschel-SPIRE and SCUBA-2 observations of these 13 candi-
date protoclusters. In Section 3 we present results on number counts,
FIR colours, and photometric redshifts. We discuss and conclude in
Sections 4 and 5, respectively. The standard concordance cosmology
of H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, M = 0.3, and  = 0.7 is used
throughout this paper.
1Planck (http://www.esa.int/Planck) is a project of the European Space
Agency (ESA) with instruments provided by two scientific consortia funded
by ESA member states (in particular the lead countries France and Italy),
with contributions from NASA (USA) and telescope reflectors provided by
a collaboration between ESA and a scientific consortium led and funded by
Denmark.
2Herschel (Pilbratt et al. 2010) is an ESA space observatory with science
instruments provided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and
with important participation from NASA.
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Table 1. List of 13 candidate protoclusters observed with SCUBA-2 in this paper. Overdensity values are quoted from Gr18, in which Herschel sources were
selected with flux densities above 25.4 mJy at 350 or 500 μm within the Planck beam, and compared with expected field number counts from Clements et al.
(2010) and Valiante et al. (2016). Note that G12, NGP2, NGP3, NGP6, and NGP9 have overdensities below 3σ in all SPIRE bands, so they were not selected
as candidate protoclusters in Gr18 but we still refer to them as candidate protoclusters in this paper. The last column shows the category after comparing the
overdensities of candidate protoclusters in Gr18 and in this paper, which will be discussed in Section 4.1.
Name R.A. Dec. Overdensity at Overdensity at Overdensity at Category
(J2000) (J2000) 250 μm (σ 250) 350 μm (σ 350) 500 μm (σ 500) (Section 4.1)
Bootes1 14:34:18.1 + 35:33:20.0 1.0 4.5 5.7 I
EGS 14:24:35.8 + 52:56:42.0 4.7 5.8 2.4 I
G12 11:46:33.6 −00:11:15.0 0.8 2.8 2.4 III
Lockman 10:33:26.9 + 59:10:09.1 5.4 4.5 4.7 II
NGP1 13:24:25.5 + 28:44:47.6 2.3 2.0 3.3 IV
NGP2 13:19:37.2 + 26:28:01.6 1.0 2.2 2.9 III
NGP3 13:31:42.9 + 23:46:16.9 1.5 1.4 1.6 III
NGP4 13:14:26.0 + 26:30:35.6 2.5 3.3 4.0 I
NGP5 13:40:41.4 + 32:37:17.1 2.1 3.5 3.3 I
NGP6 13:23:12.2 + 33:23:11.9 2.3 0.8 1.1 IV
NGP7 13:37:06.7 + 32:07:55.3 0.8 2.5 3.3 I
NGP8 13:29:26.2 + 28:13:25.4 1.7 3.8 4.0 I
NGP9 12:59:15.5 + 31:35:40.7 0.5 1.7 2.9 IV
2 O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D DATA R E D U C T I O N
2.1 Selection of candidate protoclusters
The selection process for the candidate protoclusters, including
those observed with SCUBA-2 described in this paper, is defined in
Greenslade et al. (2018; hereafter Gr18). Here we briefly summarize
the selection process.
Using a protocluster survey technique as introduced in Negrello
et al. (2005) sources from Planck catalogues of compact sources
(beam full width at half-maximum, FWHM, 5 arcmin) were
selected. Subsequently these were examined in Herschel-SPIRE
maps (beam FWHM 18–36 arcsec) and catalogues from H-ATLAS
and HerMES surveys to exclude local galaxies, Galactic cirrus, or
lensed objects. SPIRE has bands at 250, 350, and 500 μm, and is
often used to select dusty and FIR bright sources at z >2 (Riechers
et al. 2013; Dowell et al. 2014; Asboth et al. 2016) or lensed DSFGs
(Wardlow et al. 2013; Nayyeri et al. 2016).
After the above selection criteria, some of the remaining Planck
compact sources (Herranz et al. 2013) were targeted with other
observations (Clements et al. 2014, 2016). Gr18 further identified
27 Planck compact sources as candidate high-redshift protoclusters,
where their Herschel source overdensities were >3σ in at least one
SPIRE band.
Starting with the Planck catalogues of compact sources, we
looked for overdensities of Herschel-SPIRE sources in the 250,
350, and/or 500μ m bands (Greenslade et al. 2018) from H-ATLAS
(Eales et al. 2010) and HerMES (Oliver et al. 2012) surveys. One of
the aims of these surveys is to look at fields in the sky which are also
covered by other multiwavelength and extragalactic surveys. The
total area of sky covered by H-ATLAS and HerMES are 570 and
70 deg2, respectively. The instrument we use is SPIRE, which has
bands in 250, 350, and 500 μm, covering the FIR range and is often
used to select dusty and FIR bright sources at z > 2 (Riechers et al.
2013; Dowell et al. 2014; Asboth et al. 2016). Such dusty sources
have rest-frame spectral energy distributions (SEDs) peaking at
∼100 μm due to re-radiated dust-obscured UV lights, and these
dust-SED peaks are redshifted to SPIRE bands.
The SCUBA-2 observations were carried out for 13 fields of
candidate protoclusters selected in Gr18, which are accessible by
JCMT. Their properties (coordinates and overdensities) are listed in
Table 1. The overdensity values are reported from Gr18, in which
they counted the number of Herschel/SPIRE sources with flux
densities above 25.4 mJy at 350 or 500 μm within the Planck beam
and compared with the expected number counts from Clements et al.
(2010) and Valiante et al. (2016).
Note that five candidate protocluster fields were in fact not
classified as candidate protoclusters in Gr18 because their Herschel-
SPIRE source overdensities are below 3σ . However, we still
describe them as candidate protoclusters throughout this paper,
since Gr18 only applied their 3σ overdensity cut to sources in
Herschel-SPIRE bands; protocluster galaxies that are brighter at
other bands (particularly 850 μm), might be missed. Section 4.1
discusses this additional selection effect.
The specific candidate protoclusters labelled Bootes1, EGS, and
Lockman were studied in Clements et al. (2014) and have redshift
estimates of 2.27 ± 0.24, 0.76 ± 0.10, and 2.05 ± 0.09, respectively.
The candidate protocluster G12 is also well studied (Clements et al.
2016) and is believed to be at z = 3.26, consistent with the lensed
DSFG in the centre of the field, which has a spectroscopic redshift
(Fu et al. 2012).
2.2 SCUBA-2 observations
The JCMT or SCUBA-2 observations for these 13 candidate
protoclusters took place between 2013 April 8 and 12 (Project
number M13AU12, PI D. Clements). The data were obtained at
both 450 and 850 μm simultaneously, but the 450 μm maps did
not reach the sensitivity needed to detect protocluster galaxies due
to the weather conditions, so we only study the 850 μm maps here.
Each candidate protocluster field was observed for approximately
2 h, with several pointings using the CV Daisy mode (Holland
et al. 2013), giving rms noise levels of approximately 2.25 mJy per
beam. Weather conditions were good throughout these observations
(precipitable water vapour between 0.83 and 2.58 mm) and standard
calibrations were conducted. Fig. 1 shows an example of the noise
distribution in one of our candidate protoclusters. The green circle
shows the central region with 4 arcmin radius, indicating the most
sensitive region.
The data were reduced using the SCUBA-2 pipeline SMURF
package (Chapin et al. 2013). The raw SCUBA-2 data are composed
MNRAS 490, 3840–3859 (2019)
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Figure 1. The noise map of the candidate protocluster Bootes1. Colourbar
units are in mJy. The green circle indicates the central region with 4
arcmin radius, where the sensitivity is highest. North is up and east
is left.
of 30 s chunks of observations, for each of the four sub-arrays at
each wavelength. They are in the STARLINK NDF format (.sdf).
The first step is to use the MAKEMAP command to create a map
combining all sub-arrays and observing chunks for each scan. Under
the MAKEMAP command, the ITERATE method is used, which fits
models for the noise and the instrumental behaviour. Next, the
PICARD recipe MOSAIC JCMT IMAGES is used, which co-adds
separate scans into a single map and removes contaminant signals,
such as cosmic rays.
Since we expect these 850 μm sources to be point sources
and unresolved due to their high redshifts, we used PICARD’s
SCUBA2 MATCHED FILTER recipe. This recipe first subtracts the
background by convolving (smoothing) the maps and the PSF with
a 30 arcsec FWHM Gaussian kernel. Then the signal maps are
convolved with the PSF to produce the matched-filtered signal
map. The noise maps are also convolved with the PSF to produce
the variance map. This process essentially performs the maximum
likelihood fit of the PSF on every pixel of the map, and is beneficial
at finding sources with angular scales of the telescope beam. This
process gives an effective beam FWHM of 14.6 arcsec (Dempsey
et al. 2013) surrounded by a shallow negative ring.
The last step in the reduction is to crop the maps to a diameter
of 700 arcsec (11.7 arcmin), where they are most sensitive using
PICARD’s CROP SCUBA2 IMAGES recipe and produce signal-
to-noise maps using the MAKESNR command. The standard flux
conversion factor (FCF) of 537 Jy pW−1 at 850 μm was used for
the calibration from detected power units to flux density (Dempsey
et al. 2013). According to JCMT or SCUBA-2 website,3 the cali-
bration error is approximately 5 per cent. We include the 5 per cent
calibration error and add it in quadrature to the uncertainties of the
flux densities of the 850 μm sources.
3https://www.eaobservatory.org/jcmt/instrumentation/continuum/scuba-2
/calibration/
2.3 Source detection
In order to build our SCUBA-2 850 μm source catalogue, we find
peaks in the S/N maps, which were obtained by dividing the beam-
convolved map with the noise map. Nearby, connected pixels having
S/N > 3.5 are regarded as part of the same source and the highest
S/N pixel is used to record the flux density and noise of the source.
A correction to the flux densities and noise is needed, due to flux
boosting. We apply the correction from equation 5 of Geach et al.
(2017), in which the flux density and noise correction is a power-law
function of the observed signal-to-noise ratio (SNR):
Sobs
Strue
= 1 + 0.2
(
SNR
5
)−2.3
, (1)
where Sobs is the observed flux density and noise and Strue is the
de-boosted flux density and noise.
We study the reliability of the sources by inverting the flux
density maps, which are background subtracted, and using the same
extraction method as above. By doing this, negative sources due to
negative noise peaks will be found. We assume there is a similar
number of spurious sources in the original maps due to positive
noise peaks. By calculating the ratio between the detected number
of positive sources and the expected number of spurious sources,
we find a reliability of 80 per cent at 3.5σ , consistent with similar
SCUBA-2 studies of candidate protoclusters, such as in MacKenzie
et al. (2017).
Since the beam deviates from a Gaussian, the number of positive
and negative noise spikes may be different, which may cause
incorrect reliability estimates using the above method. Hence we
also produce a series of jackknife maps, where the data are separated
into two halves alternately. The data of one half is then inverted and
co-add with the other half, producing what is essentially the maps
with pure noise. By doing source extraction on these jackknife maps,
we found the reliability of all 13 candidate protocluster fields being
significantly better than 80 per cent at 3.5σ .
Using a higher S/N detection threshold than 3.5σ would improve
the reliability of the sources, while decreasing the total number
of sources. According to our reliability studies there are chances
of spurious sources in our catalogue. For example, those with
photometric redshifts of z >6 (see the source catalogue in the Table
B1; discussed in Section 3.3) are likely to be spurious due to their
bad photometry. To test how much change different S/N values
will incur, we impose different S/N cuts up to 5σ and perform the
cumulative number count analysis (discussed in Section 3.1). We
find no significant change in the conclusions we make in this paper.
The completeness of the sources is estimated by inserting fake
sources from 2 to 20 mJy to the flux density maps of each candidate
protocluster field, and then calculating the fraction of these sources
recovered using the same source detection algorithm. The shape
of the fake sources is a circular 2D Gaussian, with the standard
deviation being half of the SCUBA-2 beam FWHM at 850 μm,
i.e. 14.6 arcsec. We found that although the completeness levels
vary between different fields, all but three candidate protocluster
fields show a completeness level above 50 per cent at 8 mJy, after
flux-deboosting. If we restrict the fake sources to be within the 4
arcmin radius, all candidate protocluster fields have a completeness
level above 50 per cent at ≥8 mJy. In the three fields (EGS, NGP3,
NGP8) where completeness falls below 50 per cent at 8 mJy, only
2 sources lie outside the 4 arcmin radius region, and only in NFP3
field. We note these two sources in the source catalogue in the
Table B1, since they have a lower completeness level. Overall we
conclude our SCUBA-2 sources have a reasonable completeness
MNRAS 490, 3840–3859 (2019)
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Figure 2. Cumulative number counts of the SCUBA-2 sources in our candidate protocluster fields (blue) and in random fields (red) from Geach et al. (2017;
Ge17). Note that the flux densities of the two known strongly lensed objects in G12 and NGP1 are de-magnified and considered. The error bars of the SCUBA-2
sources in our candidate protocluster fields (blue) are the completeness error, and the error bars of random fields (red) from Ge17 are Poissonian. The number
of sources are scaled to the size of each candidate protocluster field, which is approximately 0.03 deg2.
level above 8 mJy and calculate the probability of the observed
number of sources above this flux density in the studies of number
counts (Section 3.1).
Maps showing the detected sources in two candidate protocluster
fields, Bootes1 and G12, are shown in Fig. A1. The complete maps
of all 13 candidate protocluster fields are shown in the Table B1.
Catalogues showing the de-boosted flux densities of the detected
SCUBA-2 850 μm sources for all 13 candidate protocluster fields
are shown in the supplementary materials.
3 R ESULTS
3.1 Cumulative number counts of SCUBA-2 sources
In order to study the existence of overdensities of 850 μm sources,
cumulative number counts are estimated for these 13 fields, based
on their de-boosted flux densities.
Fig. 2 shows the cumulative number counts. We sort the flux
densities of the sources from bright to faint and count the cumulative
number of sources at each 2 mJy step, and plot as blue points. The
results from Geach et al. (2017; hereafter Ge17) are shown in red,
which is from the SCUBA-2 Cosmology Legacy Survey (S2CLS)
and is composed of approximately 5 deg2 of blank field.
These cumulative counts need to be corrected for the changing
sensitivity across the maps. The effective area to detect each source
is smaller than the entire map due to the attenuated sensitivity near
the edge. We have corrected this overestimated area by dividing the
number of sources by the effective area (rather than the entire map
area) corresponding to different sensitivities. Hence the number of
sources in Fig. 2 and Table 2 are greater than that listed in the source
catalogue in the Table B1.
The cumulative number counts of the 13 candidate protoclusters
and of the field in S2CLS from Ge17 are listed in Table 2. We now
describe the number count behaviour of each candidate protocluster
field and calculate the probability4 of the observed number of
sources above 8 mJy, assuming that the sources are randomly
distributed. All the observed number counts are quoted after the
variable sensitivity is corrected for in the effective size of each
individual map. In the last row of Table 2 we list the expected
number counts from Ge17 scaled to the size of each candidate
protocluster field, which is approximately 0.03 deg2.
Bootes1: The cumulative number counts show overdensities
(>5σ ) of 850 μm sources at 6.0, 8.0, and 10.0 mJy, compared
to Ge17. We observe six sources with flux densities above 8.0 mJy
in the map. Compared to the expected number from Ge17, and
assuming that the sources are randomly distributed, the probability
of observing this number of sources in a random field (P(≥ 6)) is
0.02, following a Poisson distribution.
EGS: An overdensity of 850 μm sources is seen from 8.0
to 12.0 mJy in the cumulative number counts. We observe 14
sources with flux densities >8.0 mJy in the map. The probability
of observing this number of sources in a random field (P(≥ 14)) is
2.44 × 10−8.
Lockman: There is no overdensity in the observed flux density
range. There are 1.7 sources with flux densities above 8.0 mJy in
the map. The probability of observing this number of sources in a
random field (P(≥ 1.7)) is 0.86.
4This is the upper tail of the probability density function following a
Poisson distribution, calculated using R function ppois(observed-1,
lambda = expected, lower = FALSE).
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Table 2. Cumulative number counts of our 13 candidate starbursting protoclusters and in the field from the S2CLS survey (Geach et al. 2017). Cumulative
number counts represent the number of sources with flux densities >4, >6, >8, >10, and >12 mJy. The uncertainties in the candidate protocluster fields
represent the completeness error and the uncertainties in the S2CLS survey represent Poissonian errors. The number of sources is corrected for the variable
sensitivity and is compared with field surveys. Flux densities of the two lensed sources in G12 and NGP1 are de-magnified based on the magnification factor
(see the text) and counted. The last row shows the expected number counts scaled to the area of each map, approximately 0.03 deg2, in order to compare with
the actual number of sources in the maps, as discussed in the text. The Prandom column shows the probability of the observed number of sources compared with
the expected number in Ge17 at 8 mJy, assuming the sources are randomly distributed. Noverdensity and Poverdensity columns are the number of overdense random
regions and the overdense level (fraction of regions showing an overdensity; see the text), after putting 10 000 random regions in the S2CLS or COSMOS field
to study the potential cosmic variance effect.
Name >4 mJy >6 mJy >8 mJy >10 mJy >12 mJy Prandom Noverdensity Poverdensity
(at 8 mJy)
Bootes1 49 ± 35 24 ± 0.4 6.0 ± 0.07 2.1 ± 0.02 N/A 0.02 920 0.092
EGS1 14 ± 0.6 14 ± 0.6 14 ± 0.6 1.4 ± 0.02 1.4 ± 0.02 2.44 × 10−8 0 <10−4
G12 33 ± 0.3 33 ± 0.3 8.7 ± 0.09 2.1 ± 0.02 N/A 9.97 × 10−4 318 0.0318
Lockman 3.7 ± 0.08 3.7 ± 0.08 1.7 ± 0.02 N/A N/A 0.86 4422 0.4422
NGP1 16 ± 0.2 16 ± 0.2 3.8 ± 0.04 N/A N/A 0.32 1825 0.1825
NGP2 24 ± 10 24 ± 10 6.5 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.03 1.2 ± 0.01 0.02 616 0.0616
NGP3 5.1 ± 0.2 5.1 ± 0.2 5.1 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.03 2.3 ± 0.03 0.05 920 0.092
NGP4 22 ± 7 22 ± 7 17 ± 0.3 3.7 ± 0.04 1.1 ± 0.01 4.46 × 10−11 0 <10−4
NGP5 19 ± 3 19 ± 3 5.7 ± 0.06 5.7 ± 0.06 1.0 ± 0.01 0.05 920 0.092
NGP6 18 ± 0.3 18 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.01 1.0 ± 0.01 N/A 0.86 7233 0.7233
NGP7 46 ± 6 46 ± 6 13 ± 0.2 6.1 ± 0.08 3.4 ± 0.04 1.75 × 10−7 17 0.0017
NGP8 16 ± 0.9 16 ± 0.9 16 ± 0.9 4.1 ± 0.06 N/A 3.88 × 10−10 0 <10−4
NGP9 6.1 ± 0.1 6.1 ± 0.1 3.5 ± 0.03 N/A N/A 0.32 1825 0.1825
S2CLS 22.6 ± 0.34 6.3+0.16−0.15 1.97+0.09−0.08 0.61 ± 0.05 0.21 ± 0.03
(expected)
G12: Overdensities in cumulative number counts are seen from
6.0 to 10.0 mJy. We observe 8.7 sources with flux densities above
8.0 mJy in the map. The probability of observing this number of
sources in a random field (P(≥ 8.7)) is 9.97 × 10−4. In the central
region of G12, there is a strongly lensed system, which is at z
= 3.26 (Fu et al. 2012; Herranz et al. 2013), and has an observed
SCUBA-2 flux density of 79.8 ± 4.2 mJy. The 850 μm flux density
of this source is de-magnified according to the magnification factor
of μ(880 μm) = 7.6 ± 1.5 from Fu et al. (2012) and considered
in the cumulative number counts. This candidate protocluster was
already studied in Clements et al. (2016), and is believed to have a
similar redshift to the spectroscopically confirmed lensed DSFG at
z = 3.26. Note that the number of observed FIR sources presented
here is higher than that in Clements et al. (2016), because the quoted
number of sources have been corrected for changing sensitivity.
NGP1: There is a bright SCUBA-2 source in the central region
of this candidate protocluster with a flux density of 42.8 ± 2.5 mJy,
which is a z = 1.676 lensed source (Bussmann et al. 2013; Calanog
et al. 2014; Timmons et al. 2016). The flux density of this source
is de-magnified according to the magnification factor of μ(dust)
= 4.9 ± 1.8 from Timmons et al. (2016) and considered in the
cumulative number counts. Only slight overdensities can be seen
at 6.0 and 8.0 mJy in the cumulative number counts. We observe
3.8 sources with flux densities above 8.0 mJy in the map. The
probability of observing this number of sources in a random field
(P(≥ 3.8)) is 0.32.
NGP2: Overdensities are seen from 6.0 to 12.0mJy in the
cumulative number counts. We observe 6.5 sources with flux
densities above 8.0 mJy in the map. The probability of observing
this number of sources in a random field (P(≥ 6.5)) is 0.02.
NGP3: Overdensities are seen at 8.0, 12.0, and 16.0 mJy for
cumulative number counts. We observe 5.1 sources with flux
densities above 8.0 mJy in the map. The probability of observing
this number of sources in a random field (P(≥ 5.1)) is 0.05.
NGP4: Overdensities are seen from 6.0 to 12.0mJy in the cu-
mulative number counts. We observe 17 sources with flux densities
above 8.0 mJy in the map. The probability of observing this number
of sources in a random field (P(≥ 17)) is 4.46 × 10−11.
NGP5: Cumulative number counts show overdensities from 6.0
to 14.0 mJy. We observe 5.7 sources with flux densities above 8.0
mJy in the map. The probability of observing this number of sources
in the field (P(≥ 5.7)) is 0.05.
NGP6: No overdensity is seen at 10.0 mJy and slight overdensi-
ties can be seen at 6.0 mJy, in the cumulative number counts. We
observe one source with a flux density above 8.0 mJy in the map.
The probability of observing this number of sources in a random
field (P(≥ 1)) is 0.86. We do not include the flux density bin of 4.0
mJy since the effective area correction becomes unreliable at fainter
flux densities, and the number counts need further investigation.
Among the SCUBA-2 detected sources, NGP6.02 is a Herschel-
SPIRE dropout, which has no Herschel counterpart and is believed
to be either a z > 6 SMG or a cool z = 4 DSFG (Greenslade
et al., 2019, in press). Whether this source is associated with any
protocluster or its line-of-sight overlap needs further investigation.
NGP7: The cumulative number counts show overdensities from
6.0 to 14.0 mJy. We observe 13 sources with flux densities above
8.0 mJy in the map. The probability of observing this number of
sources in a random field (P(≥ 13)) is 1.75 × 10−7.
NGP8: Cumulative number counts show overdensities at 8.0 and
10.0 mJy. We observe 16 sources with flux densities above 8.0 mJy
in the map. The probability of observing this number of sources in
a random field (P(≥ 16)) is 3.88 × 10−10.
NGP9: A slight overdensity is seen in at 8.0 mJy, in cumulative
number counts. We observe 3.5 sources with flux densities above
8.0 mJy in the map. The probability of observing this number of
sources in a random field (P(≥ 3.5)) is 0.32.
We have estimated the probability of obtaining the observed
number of sources in our candidate protoclusters compared to the
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Figure 3. Submillimetre colour–colour plots, specifically 250 of 350 μm versus 350 of 850 μm plots of 13 candidate protocluster fields observed with
SCUBA-2 in this paper. Red points and error bars represent the 850 μm sources in the candidate protocluster fields. Errors are propagated from the 250, 350,
and 850 μm flux densities of individual sources. Blue, green, purple, and grey curves are the redshift tracks on this colour–colour plot from z = 0.0 to 4.5
with 0.25 steps, using templates of Arp220, ALESS, HFLS3, and Cosmic Eyelash, respectively. Based on the redshift tracks of the template SEDs, we identify
colours where sources are potentially at z ≥ 2 as the red region, and colours where sources are potentially at 1 < z < 2 as the blue region.
field assuming the sources are randomly distributed. However, in
reality they may not be randomly distributed and may be clustering
due to, for example, cosmic variance. We therefore perform a
test where 10 000 regions with the same size as the protocluster
candidate maps (i.e. ∼0.03 deg2) are randomly placed in the S2CLS
or COSMOS field. The same source extraction method is used and
we count the number of detections in each random region. We then
count the regions that are overdense, i.e. containing more than the
observed number of sources in each candidate protocluster fields
(e.g. 6 sources >8 mJy in Bootes1). We list the number of these
overdense regions (Noverdensity) and the overdensity levels, i.e. the
fraction of regions more overdense than the protocluster candidates
(Poverdensity = Noverdensity/10 000), in Table 2.
We found that for the candidate protocluster fields where there
are overdensities of 850 μm sources, i.e. Bootes1, EGS, G12,
NGP2, NGP3, NGP4, NGP5, NGP7, and NGP8, the overdensity
level is <0.1. Hence even under the potential clustering effect due
to cosmic variance, these fields still have significant overdensities of
850 μm sources. The result from Clements et al. (2016), which used
submm sources in G12, found the overdensity level of 2.5 × 10−2
within the two arcmin radius, consistent with our result of
3.18 × 10−2.
The uncertainties in flux boosting correction and completeness
correction may also affect the significance of number counts.
None the less, it is found that the flux boosting correction is
consistent among different methods (Geach et al. 2017), and the
uncertainties are generally within 1 mJy, especially at brighter flux
density bins (>5 mJy). The completeness uncertainties are below
6 per cent among all candidate protocluster fields, so should not
have significant effects on the result of number counts and the
overall conclusions made in this paper.
3.2 SCUBA2–Herschel colours
We estimate the 250, 350, and 500 μm flux densities of our SCUBA-
2 sources in all 13 candidate protoclusters using photometry data
from Herschel in the H-ATLAS (Data Release 1 for G12 and Data
Release 2 for NGP fields) and HerMES (Data Release 4,5 except
for Bootes1, where we use Data Release 2, due to missing 500 μm
photometry information in DR4) surveys (Roseboom et al. 2010;
Smith et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2014).
First, we match the positions of our SCUBA-2 sources with those
in the H-ATLAS or HerMES catalogues, using an 18 arcsec search
radius, which matches the SPIRE 250 μm beam from which the
Herschel-SPIRE catalogues are derived. We then add a random
offset to the original SCUBA-2 source positions and then the same
matching algorithm is conducted. We find that the search radius
with minimum number of spurious matches is 9 arcsec. There are 10
SCUBA-2 sources which have matches in the Herschel catalogues
with separation between 9 and 18 arcsec. We mark these 10 sources
(as cat∗) in the source catalogue in the Table B1.
If no match is found for a SCUBA-2 source beyond 18 arcsec,
we use the flux densities and noise from the maps at 250, 350, and
500 μm at the positions of the SCUBA-2 sources.
5The HerMES source catalogues can be downloaded from HeDaM (http:
//hedam.lam.fr).
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Table 3. Properties of the model SEDs used in this paper.
Name of model
SED
Dust
temperature Redshift Nature of source
Arp220 66 K ∼0.018 a Local ULIRG
HFLS3 56+9−12 K 6.34 Starbursting galaxy
ALESS ∼40 K 1.33-6.12 SMGs
Cosmic
Eyelash
30-60 K 2.3 SMG
a de Vaucouleurs et al. (1991).
Using the above method we are able to constrain the Herschel-
SPIRE flux densities of each SCUBA-2 source in the candidate
protocluster fields and extract the 4-band (250, 350, 500, and 850
μm) photometry. The 250, 350, 500, and 850 μm flux densities
of all SCUBA-2 sources in all 13 candidate protocluster fields are
listed in the source catalogue in the Table B1.
Once the 850 μm and SPIRE flux densities are obtained, we
can derive the colours, a model-independent approach to identify
high-redshift DSFGs. Fig. 3 shows the 250 of 350 μm versus 350 of
850 μm colour–colour plots of the SCUBA-2 sources from the 13
candidate protocluster fields. We also plot the colours derived from
template SEDs of the local ULIRG Arp220 (Donley et al. 2007;
Rangwala et al. 2011), average SMGs from the ALMA-LABOCA
ECDFS Submm Survey (ALESS; da Cunha et al. 2015), the high-
z source HFLS3 (Riechers et al. 2013), and the Cosmic Eyelash
(Swinbank et al. 2010), by redshifting these SEDs from z = 0 to
z = 4.5. These template SEDs are representative of starbursting
galaxies or SMGs at various redshifts, and Table 3 summarizes their
properties.
Based on the redshift track of the template SEDs, we identify the
potential z ≥ 2 sources to have colours S250/S350 ≤ 1.3 and S350/S850
≤ 6.0, and shown as the red region in Fig. 3. Similarly we identify
potential 1 < z < 2 sources to have colours as shown in the blue
region in Fig. 3.
Among the 13 candidate protocluster fields, Bootes1, G12, and
NGP7, all show a number of sources having colours lying within
the z ≥2 region. The EGS, Lockman, NGP2, NGP3, NGP4, NGP5,
NGP8, and NGP9 fields have fewer sources, but their colours still
suggest z ≥2. Sources in NGP1 and NGP6, on the other hand,
suggest redshifts between 1 and 2.
3.3 SED fitting and photometric redshifts
We use the SPIRE 250, 350, 500, and SCUBA-2 850 μm flux
densities derived in Section 3.2 to estimate the photometric redshifts
of the SCUBA-2 sources in the protocluster fields. We use the same
model SEDs as in Table 3 to perform the fitting, as these templates
are representative of DSFGs with a variety of dust temperatures.
Due to the lack of information on the dust temperature of our
sources, we expect to obtain different redshift estimates when using
different template SEDs. Using a warmer dust-temperature template
SED (e.g. Arp220), the resulting redshift is higher, while using
a colder template (e.g. ALESS), the resulting redshift is lower.
This is referred to as the temperature-redshift degeneracy (Blain
1999b,a), which prevents accurate redshift estimates if observed
flux densities only rely on the (redshifted) thermal dust (modified
blackbody) SED. None the less, for redder DSFGs (which describes
the majority of our SCUBA-2 sources), this effect is minor and only
a slight scatter is seen if different template SEDs are used (Ivison
et al. 2016). Ivison et al. (2016) also suggest that even with a limited
number of templates, the estimated redshifts of the sources can still
be accurate.
We perform χ2-minimization using emcee (Foreman-Mackey
et al. 2013), which is a Python implementation of the affine-
invariant ensemble sampler for a Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) procedure (Goodman & Weare 2010). We fit two param-
eters, redshift z and the normalization factor a. The normalization
factor a is the factor by which template flux density values are
multiplied and is associated with the luminosity of a source. We
constrain the range of parameters to be 0 < z < 15.0 and 10−2
< a < 102, and place flat priors on them. The MCMC chains are
composed of 100 walkers, each having 5000 steps, and a 1000 step
burn-in time is allowed.
In order to obtain initial parameter values for the MCMC fitting,
we first perform a χ2 gridding search over z and a, and the
parameters with minimized χ2 are the initial values in the MCMC
fitting. Fig. 4 shows an example of this χ2 gridding search. The
upper left panel presents the redshifted and normalized SEDs with
the observed flux densities and uncertainties. The upper right panel
shows likelihood values on the parameter space, z and a. The
lower two panels show the probability density functions (PDFs)
with respect to z and a, respectively.
In order to marginalize over the four templates and save
computational time, we randomly choose 200 samples from the
MCMC chains, giving a total of 800 samples for each source.
Fig. 5 shows the posterior distribution of the parameters, after
marginalization over the templates, of a source in the Bootes1
candidate protocluster (Bootes1.04). Black dashed vertical lines in
the posterior distribution show the 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles
of the distribution. We use the 50th percentile, or the median, as the
best-fitting value in this study. The 16th and 84th percentiles of the
distribution are given as the range of uncertainty.
Photometric redshift estimates with z > 6 are regarded as not
being robust, due to poor photometry or the redshift-temperature
degeneracy. At z >6, the SPIRE and SCUBA-2 bands are also no
longer near the peak of the modified blackbody SED. Hence, we do
not include such sources in the discussion of redshift and of infrared
luminosity.
In addition to z and a, we estimate the infrared luminosity (LIR)
and the SFR for each of the 800 samples, and thereby determine the
posterior distribution, best-fitting values and uncertainties for each
source. The infrared luminosity is included in the triangle diagram
in Fig. 5. The infrared luminosity is estimated by integrating the
template SEDs from 8 to 1000 μm in the rest frame, given the z
and a values for each sample. SFRs are estimated assuming a linear
relation between the infrared luminosity (Kennicutt 1998; Kenni-
cutt & Evans 2012), in which the constant factor of 3.89 × 10−44
M yr−1 erg−1 s and a double power-law stellar initial mass function
(IMF; Kroupa 2001) are used.
Fig. 5 and the source catalogue in the Table B1 show that
even though the four template SEDs span a variety of different
dust temperatures, there are robust estimates in terms of z, LIR,
and SFR for each source. We can see four distinct peaks in the
marginalized posterior distribution of a, but these can be attributed
to the different normalizations of each template SED and do not
affect the conclusions made in this paper.
We notice that there are some sources whose redshifts are
poorly estimated, due to the poor photometric data and/or redshift-
temperature degeneracy (e.g. Bootes1.07, see the source catalogue
in the Table B1). Nevertheless, they still have robust LIR and
SFR estimates, as suggested in Greenslade (2018; PhD thesis).
Although our sources need spectroscopic verifications of their true
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Figure 4. An example showing the χ2 gridding procedure for one of the sources (Bootes1.04). Upper Left: Redshifted and normalized SEDs of the model
templates with the minimum χ2 values. Blue is Arp220, green is ALESS, purple is HFLS3, and grey is Cosmic Eyelash. The observed flux densities from
SCUBA-2 and SPIRE and their associated uncertainties are shown in red. Upper Right: Likelihood values of this source (Bootes1.04) on the parameter space
(z and a). Bottom: Relative probability density functions (PDFs) as functions of z and a. The vertical black dashed lines represent the 16th, median, and 84th
quantiles of the PDFs.
redshifts, their robust LIR and SFR estimates indicate that they
are likely the most luminous DSFGs (1012 L < LIR < 1013 L)
with the most extreme star formation activity (100 M yr−1 <
SFR < 1500 M yr−1) within these protoclusters. More photomet-
ric data such as those from millimetre and radio observations of
these FIR sources would also help to narrow down the photo-
metric redshifts, and on-going observations are being taken or
proposed.
The photometric redshift distribution of all the sources in these
13 candidate protoclusters is shown in Fig. 6, in black. The results
from MacKenzie et al. (2017) are also shown in magenta; this
consists of 46 PHz sources (Planck Collaboration XXXIX 2016c)
with Herschel overdensities likely in protoclusters. It can be seen
that a significant fraction of our sources lie in the range 2 < z < 3,
which is consistent with the expected peak of cosmic SFRD either
in protoclusters or in the field (Clements et al. 2014; Madau &
Dickinson 2014). This redshift distribution is also consistent with
that of the radio or mid-infrared counterparts of 850 μm sources in
the field (Michałowski et al. 2017).
We also apply our MCMC χ2-minimization method to SCUBA-2
maps of a known DSFG-rich protocluster at z ∼2, PCL1002 (Casey
et al. 2015; Hung et al. 2016), and 256 sources distributed in the
COSMOS field in the S2CLS survey. The original COSMOS map is
cropped to the central 1 × 1 deg region in order to exclude the lower
sensitivity edges. The resultant photometric redshift distribution
is also shown in Fig. 6. We note that the photometric redshift
distribution peak of our sources in the 13 candidate protoclusters
is similar to that of the known z ∼2 protocluster PCL1002 and the
field sources in the S2CLS or COSMOS field, all showing peaks at
2 < z < 3. Again this is expected from the studies of the peak of
the cosmic SFRD. Sources in MacKenzie et al. (2017), on the other
hand, show a peak at 3 < z < 4, but a significant number of sources
lie also within 2 < z < 3.
We note that PCL1002 has the highest surface density of sources
in the range 2 < z < 3, at approximately 0.074 arcmin−2. Our
sources in the 13 candidate starbursting protoclusters correspond
to approximately 0.027 arcmin−2, which is slightly higher than the
number of sources in the S2CLS or COSMOS field. SCUBA-2-
detected sources in MacKenzie et al. (2017) peak at only approxi-
mately 0.005 arcmin−2.
4 D ISCUSSION
4.1 Selection effects
We compare the results in Gr18 with our results of cumulative
number counts shown in Section 3.1. In Gr18, 27 candidate DSFG-
rich protoclusters were selected based on overdensities of Herschel-
SPIRE sources at 250, 350, and 500 μm, whereas in this paper we
study number counts at 850 μm.
In order to investigate if different methods select different
populations of candidate protoclusters, we classify the 13 candidate
protoclusters in this paper into four categories: (i) those selected
as candidate protoclusters in Gr18, and having an overdensity of
850 μm sources in this paper; (ii) those selected as candidate proto-
clusters in Gr18, but not having an overdensity of 850 μm sources
in this paper; (iii) those not selected as candidate protoclusters in
Gr18, but having an overdensity of 850 μm sources in this paper;
and (iv) those neither selected as candidate protoclusters in Gr18,
nor having an overdensity of 850μ m sources in this paper. The
category for each of the 13 candidate protoclusters in this paper is
listed in Table 1.
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Figure 5. Posterior distribution of the parameters z, a, and LIR for the example source (Bootes1.04) after marginalizing over the four template SEDs. 100
walkers are used, each having 5000 steps in the constrained parameter ranges 0 < z < 15 and 10−2 < a < 102. We choose to implement a burn-in period of
1000, which are not considered in the fitting. The posterior distributions show 200 randomly selected samples for each template, resulting in 800 samples in
total for each source. The black vertical dashed lines indicate the 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles. The best-fitting values and uncertainties are given above
each posterior distribution.
Figure 6. Photometric redshift distributon of sources in 13 candidate
protocluster fields in this paper (black), a known DSFG-rich protocluster
at z ∼2, PCL1002 (cyan), 256 sources in the COSMOS field in the
S2CLS survey (red), and sources from another Planck-based protocluster
candidate survey (magenta, MacKenzie et al. 2017). z > 6 sources are
not included because their photometry no longer covers the peak of
the redshifted SED, and their photometric redshifts are considered not
robust.
Bootes1, EGS, NGP4, NGP5, NGP7, and NGP8 are category (i).
These candidate protoclusters all have Herschel source overdensi-
ties at 350 μm (EGS, NGP5; see Table 1) or 500 μm (Bootes1,
NGP4, NGP7, NGP8), along with their 850 μm overdensities,
suggesting they are high-redshift protoclusters. The colour–colour
plot in Fig. 3 and the 4-band photometric redshift estimates also
suggest that they are bona fide protoclusters.
Lockman is in category (ii), since it is selected as a candidate
protocluster in Gr18 but shows no 850 μm overdensity. Optical
or near-infrared studies on Lockman, using red sequence galaxies,
suggest a photometric redshift of z = 2.05 ± 0.09 (Clements et al.
2014). After cross-matching with Herschel sources, the 350 of
850 μm versus 250 of 350 μm colour–colour plot suggests that the
two SCUBA-2 sources are at z > 2 (Fig. 3), and their photometric
redshift estimates suggest z = 2.5+0.7−0.6 and z = 3.1+0.7−0.4. However,
there are only two 850 μm sources in this field, and for Herschel
sources alone it is most overdense at 250 μm (5.4σ ; see Table 1).
We conclude that Lockman is a lower redshift (z < 2) cluster or
protocluster which has an overdensity of 250 μm sources, but such
sources become too faint to be detected by SCUBA-2 at 850 μm.
There is also a possibility that our SCUBA-2 maps are not deep
enough to detect all of its 850 μm sources.
G12, NGP2, and NGP3 are in category (iii), showing no signif-
icant overdensity in any Herschel-SPIRE band (250, 350, or 500
μm) in Gr18, but they are overdense at 850 μm seen in this paper.
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Figure 7. Distribution of infrared luminosity (LIR) of sources in our 13
candidate protoclusters (black), a known DSFG-rich protocluster at z ∼2,
PCL1002 (cyan), and sources in candidate protoclusters in MacKenzie et al.
(2017; magenta). SFRs are also shown in the upper horizontal axis following
a linear relation with the LIR (Kennicutt 1998).
According to the colour–colour plot (Fig. 3) and photo-z estimates
( see the source catalogue in the Table B1), we suspect they are
high-redshift ( z > 2) protoclusters, rich in 850 μm sources. G12
has a spectroscopically confirmed lensed DSFG at z = 3.26 at
the centre of the field (Fu et al. 2012; Herranz et al. 2013), so is
classified as a lensed source in Gr18, and only has a 2.8σ overdensity
at 350 μm. However, Clements et al. (2016) found that G12 is
more overdense at submillimetre wavelengths using SCUBA-2 (850
μm) and LABOCA (870 μm) observations, consistent with the
results shown in this paper. Hence we suspect G12 is a DSFG-
rich protocluster, where one of the DSFGs happens to be lensed by
foreground galaxies and contributes to the bright FIR emission seen
in Hershel-SPIRE and SCUBA-2. NGP2 and NGP3, on the other
hand, are probably also high-redshift (z > 2) protoclusters that are
rich in 850 μm sources.
NGP1, NGP6, and NGP9 are in category (iv), having neither a
Herschel source overdensity nor 850 μm overdensity. They might,
nevertheless, still be protoclusters, with source overdensities that
are too faint to be seen with the observed sensitivity of our Herschel
or SCUBA-2 observations. Only deeper observations and/or multi-
wavelength follow-up observations can determine whether they are
protoclusters. Note than even though NGP1 has a 3.2σ overdensity
at 500 μm, it is classified as a lensed FIR source in Gr18 due to the
bright Herschel source in the central region of this field, which is
also a confirmed lensed object (Bussmann et al. 2013; Calanog et al.
2014; Timmons et al. 2016). Thus NGP1 is not classified as (ii).
4.2 Infrared luminosities and SFR
As discussed in Section 3.3, we estimate the infrared luminosity
and SFR for each SCUBA-2 source by integrating the SED from
8 to 1000 μm (see the source catalogue in the Table B1). Fig. 7
shows the LIR distribution for all the sources in our 13 candidate
protoclusters, compared with a known DSFG-rich protocluster
at z ∼2, PCL1002, and sources in candidate protoclusters from
MacKenzie et al. (2017). We have scaled the number of sources to
per arcmin2 in order to compare fields with different areas.
While PCL1002 has a peak in the bin of 12.5 < log10(LIR(L))
< 12.75 (3.2 × 1012 < LIR < 5.6 × 1012 L), our sources in 13
candidate protoclusters show a higher luminosity peak. None the
less, a significant number of sources in our candidate protoclusters
have infrared luminosities in the same range as the peak in PCL1002.
Sources in MacKenzie et al. (2017) tend to be more luminous. We
conclude that the 850 μm sources in our candidate protoclusters are
as luminous as those of known protoclusters (such as PCL1002),
and have representative infrared luminosities just below 1013 L.
We do not totally rule out the possibility of selection effects in these
different sets of (candidate) protoclusters (Cheng et al. in prep.), but
the study of such selection effect is beyond the scope of this paper.
As discussed in Section 3.3, we assume a linear relation between
the LIR and the SFR (Kennicutt 1998; Kennicutt & Evans 2012), with
the constant factor being 3.89 × 10−44 M yr−1 erg−1 s. In the upper
horizontal axis in Fig. 7, we also quote the SFR values. Similarly
the SFRs of the 850 μm sources in our candidate protoclusters are
consistent with the known protocluster PCL1002, and have repre-
sentative SFRs of 500 M yr−1 < SFR < 1500 M yr−1. There are
also a substantial number of sources that have SFR > 1000 M yr−1,
which might constitute galaxies with extreme star formation activity
or lensed objects.
In confirmed protoclusters at z >2, including PCL1002, there are
cases of spectroscopically confirmed DSFGs or starbursts having
LIR and SFR values within the range we find here (Dannerbauer
et al. 2014; Casey et al. 2015; Umehata et al. 2015). This suggests
that even without accurate redshift estimates, approximate infrared
luminosities and SFRs can be used to select starbursting members
in candidate protoclusters, and this might be applied in general to
protoclusters at z >2 (Greenslade, 2018, PhD Thesis6).
4.3 Total SFR and protocluster size
We also estimate the properties of the candidate protoclusters as
a whole, by first selecting candidate protocluster member galaxies
that have photometric redshifts z < 6 and estimating their weighted-
mean redshifts. Table 4 shows the derived properties of the 13
candidate protoclusters studied in this paper. The weighted-mean
redshifts are between 1.8 ≤ z ≤ 3.2, consistent with them being
high-redshift protoclusters.
The total SFRs are estimated by summing up the individual SFR
of the candidate member galaxies. Since the SFRs are derived
using FIR and submm flux densities, the total SFRs may be
underestimated due to (partial) dust obscuration. These SFRs should
also be considered lower limits since we may miss faint sources in
the background that are undetected by SCUBA2. We also estimate
the upper limit of the total SFR of each candidate protocluster
field by first extracting their Planck flux densities at 857, 545,
and 352 GHz bands (i.e. 350, 550, and 850 μm, respectively)
from the Planck Early Release Compact Source Catalog (ERCSC;
Planck Collaboration VII 2011) and the Planck Catalogues of
Compact Sources (PCCS, PCCS2; Planck Collaboration XXVIII
2014; Planck Collaboration XXVI 2016a). We then use this 3-band
photometry to estimate their SFRs as is performed for the candidate
protocluster fields.
The total obscured SFRs of the candidate protoclusters range
from approximately 1600 to 22 500 M yr−1 and upper limits for
the total SFRs range from approximately 15 400 to 44 000 M yr−1.
As a reference, the total SFRs of two known protoclusters at 2 < z
< 3 are between 4900 and 12 500 M yr−1 (Lacaille et al. 2019).
SFRs of other known protoclusters are 6500 M yr−1 for DRC (z ∼
4, Oteo et al. 2018), > 1500M yr−1 for AzTEC-3 (z ∼ 5.3, Capak
6https://spiral.imperial.ac.uk/handle/10044/1/65836
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Table 4. Properties of the 13 candidate protoclusters as derived from individual photometric redshifts and SFRs. N: number of candidate members selected
as z < 6 sources (see the source catalogue in the Table B1). z: The weighted-mean redshift from the photometric redshift estimates of individual candidate
members. Errors are the standard errors on the weighted mean. Total SFRs are estimated by summing up the individual SFRs and upper limits are estimated
by fitting the photometry of the Planck sources (see the text). Angular size, in arcmin, is estimated by the maximum separation of the candidate members.
Physical size, in Mpc, is estimated assuming the candidate protocluster is at the weighted-mean redshift. Physical volume is estimated assuming the candidate
protoclusters are spherical and the physical size as the diameter. SFRD and its upper limits are estimated by SFR(physical volume).
Name N z Total SFR (upper limit) Angular size Physical size Physical volume SFRD (upper limit)
[M yr−1] [arcmin] [Mpc] [Mpc3] [M yr−1 Mpc−3]
Bootes1 8 2.5 ± 0.32 7117+1821−1394 (43946) 7.0 3.4 14.9 478 (2949)
EGS 4 2.6 ± 0.41 5263+1475−1121 (20150) 2.8 1.4 1.0 5279 (20150)
G12 12 2.7 ± 0.25 22471+7311−5365 (35145) 8.8 4.2 29.1 772 (1207)
Lockman 2 2.8 ± 0.6 1644+651−500 (15415) 8.6 4.1 26.6 61 (579)
NGP1 4 1.8 ± 0.41 8019+6114−6701 (24437) 4.0 2.0 3.3 2399 (7405)
NGP2 5 2.8 ± 0.41 6079+1949−1166 (18019) 4.9 2.3 4.7 1292 (3833)
NGP3 1 2.6 ± 0.88 1885+1236−668 (18911) N/A N/A N/A N/A (N/A)
NGP4 5 3.2 ± 0.48 6333+1672−1237 (19083) 3.7 1.7 1.8 3556 (10601)
NGP5 5 3.0 ± 0.4 7052+1759−1314 (30761) 4.0 1.9 2.5 2826 (12304)
NGP6 6 2.0 ± 0.32 4128+1256−1100 (24847) 5.5 2.8 8.2 502 (3030)
NGP7 10 2.9 ± 0.3 11527+2278−2167 (19153) 6.3 3.0 10.2 1131 (1877)
NGP8 4 2.4 ± 0.45 4319+1586−1097 (21935) 6.2 3.0 11.1 389 (1976)
NGP9 3 3.2 ± 0.65 2806+923−866 (19567) 7.0 3.2 12.6 222 (1552)
et al. 2011), and ∼3,400 M yr−1 for CLJ1001 (z ∼ 2.5, Wang
et al. 2016). The four candidate protoclusters studied in Clements
et al. (2014) have SFRs between 620 and 11 632 M yr−1. Three
of them are also studied in this paper (Bootes1, EGS, Lockman).
The SFRs of Bootes1 and Lockman are lower than those estimated
in Clements et al. (2014), whereas the SFR of EGS is higher. We
suspect this discrepancy is due to the different methods and sources
used to estimate the SFRs. In Clements et al. (2014) the SFRs are
estimated by fitting a modified blackbody with the dust emissivity
of β = 2, and the Herschel sources with 250, 250, and 500 μm flux
densities are used.
Due to limited source counts, we approximate the size of
each candidate protocluster field by the largest angular separation
between any pair of candidate member galaxies, and then converting
that angular separation to the physical separation at the weighted-
mean redshift. The angular separations of the candidate protocluster
fields range from 2.8 to 8.8 arcmin, which corresponds to physical
separations of 1.4–4.2 Mpc. Note that NGP3 has only one candidate
member galaxy, so we cannot estimate its size. Our candidate
protoclusters are likely to span a wide range of physical sizes,
which is consistent with the observed diversity of protoclusters
in the literature, from the smallest cores of approximately 80 kpc
(CLJ1001, z ∼ 2.5; Wang et al. 2016) to large-scale filament of
approximately 60 Mpc (comoving scale, SSA22, z∼ 3.1; Hayashino
et al. 2004).
Assuming the candidate protocluster fields are spherical, we also
estimate their physical volumes by applying the physical separation
as the diameter. The SFRDs and their upper limits are also estimated
from the total obscured SFRs and their upper limits. The physical
volumes of the candidate protoclusters range from 1.0 to 29.1 Mpc3.
The SFRDs of the candidate protoclusters range from 61 to 5279
M yr−1 Mpc−3 with upper limits of 579–20 150 M yr−1 Mpc−3.
The SFRDs of our candidate protoclusters are higher than low
redshift or local galaxy clusters, which is consistent with the peak
of field SFRD at 2 < z < 3 (fig.15 in Clements et al. 2014). These
SFRDs indicate that our sample contains some of the most extreme
protocluster population, possibly contributing to a large fraction of
cosmic SFR at z > 2.
5 C O N C L U S I O N S
Combining Planck and Herschel data has revealed a number of
candidate protoclusters hosting multiple DSFGs. The abundance of
these sources makes these protoclusters some of the most extreme
star-forming environments in the Universe. DSFGs are thought to
be the progenitors of massive elliptical galaxies residing in the
cores of today’s massive galaxy clusters. Hence studies of these
protocluster galaxies are important in understanding the formation
of galaxy clusters and elliptical galaxies. However, only a few high-
z protoclusters have been found to date. In this paper we examined
13 candidate protoclusters selected using Planck and Herschel data
and then observed with SCUBA-2.
We calculate the cumulative number counts of SCUBA-2 sources
in these candidate protocluster fields. Compared to studies of
random fields, nine of our candidate protocluster fields show
overdensities of DSFGs.
Combining with the 250, 350, and 500 μm flux densities of these
SCUBA-2 sources, we estimate their 250 of 350 μm versus 350 of
850 μm colours. 11 of 13 of the candidate protoclusters have colours
similar to those of the template SEDs of known starbursts (Arp220,
ALESS, HFLS3, and Cosmic Eyelash) redshifted to z > 2.
We estimate photometric redshifts using the 250, 350, 500, and
850 μm flux densities using the same template SEDs and a χ2-
minimization method. We estimate the infrared luminosity (LIR)
of each source by integrating the template SEDs from 8 to 1000
μm and determine SFRs assuming a linear relation to the infrared
luminosity. The redshift distributions of all our sources peak at
2 < z < 3, which is consistent with the redshift distribution of
a known protocluster and the peak of SFRD. We found that the
infrared luminosities and SFRs of the sources in our candidate
protoclusters are also consistent with those of known protoclusters,
and have representative values of 3 × 1012 < LIR < 1013 L and
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500 M yr−1 < SFR < 1500 M yr−1, respectively. A substantial
number of sources in our candidate protoclusters have SFR >
1000 M yr−1, suggesting they are starbursting galaxies with some
of the most extreme star-forming activity.
We compare our 13 candidate protocluster sample with the 27
candidate protoclusters selected in Gr18. 6 of our 13 candidate
protoclusters are also selected in Gr18, suggesting they are the most
likely bona fide high-redshift starbursting protoclusters. Lockman
is selected by Gr18 but does not have an 850 μm source overdensity,
suggesting it is a lower redshift protocluster. 3 of our 13 candidate
protoclusters, which also show overdensities of 850 μm sources,
are not selected in Gr18. One of these has a lensed DSFG in
the field (G12) and the other two (NGP2, NGP3) appear to be
protoclusters rich in 850 μm sources at similarly high redshift.
Three other candidate protoclusters are not selected in Gr18 and do
not have significant overdensities of 850 μm sources, so are less
likely to be true protoclusters, or perhaps the Herschel or SCUBA-2
observations are not deep enough to detect associated overdensities
of far-infrared or submillimetre sources.
The total obscured SFRs of the candidate protoclusters are
estimated and range from approximately 1600 to 22 500 M yr−1
with upper limits of approximately 15 000–44 000 M yr−1. We
also estimate their physical sizes and their SFRDs, concluding our
sample contains some of the most extreme protocluster population,
possibly contributing a large fraction of cosmic star formation
rate at z > 2. Future deeper, higher resolution, multiwavelength
observations (e.g. ALMA, VLT, and HST) will help us to understand
these early stages of forming galaxy clusters. Those observations
include looking for overdensities of optical or near-infrared and
mid-infrared sources in these candidate protoclusters, studying
the multiplicity rate of the FIR sources, possible weak lensing
effects, and potential line-of-sight overlaps of multiple protoclusters
in dense DSFGs in the sky. Spectroscopic verifications are also
necessary to confirm their protocluster memberships.
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Appendix A: Fig.1 shows SCUBA-2 850-μm maps of the 13
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Appendix B: Table 1 shows the SCUBA-2 source catalogue of the
13 candidate protoclusters discussed in this paper.
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Fig. A1 shows SCUBA-2 850 μm flux maps of two candidate
protocluster fields, Bootes1 and G12, discussed in this paper. The
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Figure A1. SCUBA-2 850 μm flux maps of two candidate protocluster fields, Bootes1 (upper panel) and G12 (lower panel). The complete flux maps of all
13 candidate protocluster fields are shown in the supplementary materials. Detected sources (>3.5σ ) are shown as red circles, labelled with their names. Black
contours are Herschel 350 μm flux densities, with levels of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 mJy.
complete flux maps of all 13 candidate protocluster fields are shown
in the supplementary materials.
A P P E N D I X B: SO U R C E C ATA L O G U E S
Table B1 shows the SCUBA-2 source catalogue of the 13 candidate
protoclusters discussed in this paper.
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